Influence of the direction of the cable force and of the radius of the hammer path on speed fluctuations during hammer throwing.
Hammer speed increases gradually during a throw, but this general increasing trend has one fluctuation superimposed in each turn. In some throwers, gravity and the forward translation of the system produce most of the fluctuation; in others, a marked fluctuation remains after the effects of gravity and of the forward translation of the system have been subtracted out. The remaining fluctuation could be produced through two mechanisms: (a) pulling on the hammer cable in a direction alternately ahead and behind the position of the centroid of the hammer path and (b) alternately shortening and lengthening the distance between the hammer head and the centroid of its path. Three-dimensional film analysis of eight highly-skilled throwers showed that the portion of the hammer speed fluctuation not due to gravity nor to the forward motion is produced mainly by pulling alternately ahead and behind the position of the centroid of the hammer path.